YESHAYAHU - Isaiah 40.

DAMION - the Likeness

Verse 1, 2 :
Comfort them, Comfort them My People… Declares your ALHIM
Say it with heart ‘YRUShLM’ : His Poison is ended. Made complete.
* ! * 2730 years
He will teach ‘How to Read’ - my ALHI - because “so it is” Fullness of what was established, mandated. Because of running- time of suﬀering for Marital
Duty (broken Vow) … Now it is time to take hold of Hand of YHUH : coupled, double…
In the state of “all sin disinfected, cleansed, brought into favor” - bewildered as one lavished.
-( skipping 14 verses for now )Verse 17 :: All GOYIM got ‘aint’ in face-oﬀ- zero, zilch- void, empty when you think about it.

DALET-MEM-YOD-UAW-NOON : DaMION : Likeness…
where can you find anything at all comparable to ALHIM or what can be used as a measure to
reference Him by ? Where can one ‘step back’ to, to get a vista or reference of He who fills
everything up ? By what scope can we determine His expanse ?
What resemblance would not be an Idol of Desolation ?
What silence, what dummy model : DALET-MEM-UAW-TAV can speak for The Word ?

It can only be the IVRIT ALEF-BEIT : the ALEF-TAV.
And it “just so happens” to correlate like this ‘thematically’. Each Letter in the Alphabetic
order sequence is compared to the phrases written in order, in Isaiah 40.…

The following analysis fit to the Letters is actually a “Translation” of the exact text of Isaiah 40,
Verses 17- 31 word-by-word in Hebrew.
Each word’s meaning from the Dictionary is considered, then each word is broken into
fragments of two and three letter groups which are also looked at from the Dictionary. Then
each Letter is considered as an active eﬀector to the concepts… everything is poured into a
goblet, a SAMEK-PEI… swirled around a bit… ‘SEFER-ing the dots’… SAMEK-PEI-RESH…
EPHRAIM style- PEI-RESH - ‘bull-headed barbarian’…. definitely not the ‘Jewish’ way…
and then this is how it tastes “synthesized” - as eriktology…
This study came about when noticing the phrase UAL MI TDMYUN AL…
beginning verse 18: “to whom can you liken ALHIM…”
‘Obviously’ an image or containable concept could never do, so I decided to investigate
whether I could find the ALEF-BEIT encrypted in the following verses.
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Beginning with the question in verse 18 as the ALEF, which itself seemed fitting… especially
when “an Ox” or “Bull” or”Golden Calf” is what some people have tried to compare Him to,
which happens to be the principal meaning of “ALEF”.
Simply modulating concept-to-concept though the text, as through the Letter sequence, this is
how it mapped out through to the end of the Chapter. To me, it seems to fit precisely.
Some phrases like ‘foot-stompin’ and “Hollywood Lights” are my analysis from the exact
words.
For example RESH-QOOF-OYIN in Verse 19 means to spread out, make thin, being the word
for ‘firmament’ or ‘heavens’ which can also mean ‘stomped by the feet or rolled with a
compactor’ to make thin.
The next word RESH-TAV-QOOF means join, bind, connect but also enchanted, fascinated and
confined… ‘hooked’.
“Show Business” is about tantalizing and addicting… yet is empty and disillusioning.
The next word : KAF-SAMEK-PEI is to yearn, money, and put to shame.
Finally, TzADI-UAW-RESH-PEI is a goldsmith’s work, a form or fashion of showing hostility,
And ‘one who makes combinations, like alchemy or smelting or currency exchange- banking’.
This study being fit to, or correlated to the Letters then not only allows one to consider the
message in the text guided by what the Letter represents, as if the Letters were serving as
“Veritable Streetlights” - illuminating a path otherwise missed… but also the inverse / that is,
considering what the Letter might mean by reading the corresponding text as a clue.
Either way, the study of Isaiah 40 becomes a diﬀerent type of analysis looking at it this way,
compared to “just simply” reading the Narrative in its English translation.

ALEF 18 :: Toward whom-likeness AL- what similarity- Arrange a Study- Assess His
characteristics by organizing
* The last word for organize and assess is spelled TAV-OYIN-RESH-KAF-UAW / LAMED-UAW
which is the phonetic spelling of the root word “erik” or ORK which is [( eriktology )]
So this verse is telling us that “eriktology will provide an appreciation of His Identity and
Teaching”. Audacious. … and Bodacious at the same time !
BEIT

19 :: Any image or likeness which can be pictured, carved, reproduced as a form- is
invalid, worthless, disqualified, unfit

GIMEL

Mute- even if combined with fancy crafted gold. Their mystical enchantments of
Spells are sorcery- a reproach, a contemptible abasement of shame

DALET

it is all about money- behind the scenes- regardless of the ‘foot-stompin’
enthusiasm and ‘Hollywood lights’… disappointment-
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… never what it was hyped-up to be. Yearning and Fascination is burnt out.
HEI

20 :: the danger is summed up by their own logo - open eye of understanding, wisdom,
knowledge lifted up to the pinnacle- the choice, the elect

UAW

nothing putrified, no rotten decay

ZAYIN

He selects the elite warriors - a finicky craftsman - of wisdom - deciphering,
learning, developed skill for it, seeking, craving

CxET

How the absolute- true reality is sculpted- can not be overthrown, can not be
shaken. Chipping away from a block - leaving scraps- is not the way to
circumvent or circumnavigate the “meta of the motto”. An idol can not capture
the essence ** Like a bug caught in a web. There is no ‘meta’ : no ability to set a boundary.
When spread out as stripes of colors ** like YOSEF’s coat - weighed against gold
No comparison.
What was tossed aside, made light of… is raised up : SAMEK-LAMED-HEI
*** MEM-TET-MEM-NOON : disqualified, worthless little bits is where the hidden Treasure is

TET

21 :: Hello ?! Know it.
What the… ?! Hear it. No way !? Tell it.
Absolutely so.
The most fantastic legendary saga of all time- from the very beginning.
Illustrated as a Mountain Top on fire. It was handed to you all.
Hello ?! The understanding to be had- is the Secret Foundation of the Earth.
“Institutionalize” the course- the Journey- the running… written as established
principles - Columns upon which the earth is foundedupon which “understanding essential elements” is explained.
It was given for the sake of perceiving the dividing and separating : the meta …
Meta : the spaces in between, the place of change, the edge, the limit where
titration happens… Realized by pondering the HEI-GIMEL-HEI phonetics.

YOD 22 :: He who genuinely repents, returns, dwells - - in connection with the circle of the earth - - - the horizon is a gesture, an index
pointer, a gesticulation - - - inhabiting like grasshoppers CxET-GIMEL-UAW-BEIT
**** leap, jump, celebrate a Feast : Hidden in the refuge of celebrating the MOEDIM,
Is concealed camouflage… exalting themselves to a point of culmination Loquacious, much talking : Gabby : GIMEL-BEIT-HEI
The Navy- sailing, steering, navigating the Web of CxET : like meticulously,
pedantically, examining the Heavens : Names and Places - stretched out like a tent
to dwell in.
KAF 23 :: the gift oﬀered to us is to be granted the appointment as Princes Honorable Dignitaries
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LAMED

and that without having bought it, or earned it- without judgment…
Without My “Balancing of Right Ruling - Justice - Equity”…
earth would be obliterated, chaotic, worthless.

MEM 24 :: Is it for nothing ?! Entire infrastructure, ecosystem, plantation built and equipped
Is it for nothing ?! The scattering of seed
Is it for nothing ?! The establishment of Fundamental Principles at the root of
Humanity which poetically link the stages which uproot humanity
Is it just a Clown’s Nose ?!
Earth’s condition at the core is ‘pure-bred’. A thorough-bred Racehorse.
Built to be Formidable, a veritable War Horse.
Earth has been brutalized, stifled, dried up, drained and assaulted- made diﬃcult
like straw - cruel as stubble - diﬃcult to understand.
Such a state of frailty is hard to imagine.
NOON 25 :: Toward whom, My Likeness- a Fiery Tornado declaring QADOSH
upon which everything is reeled as on a spool
SAMEK 26 :: Nothing higher- comparatively empty is your capacity to evaluate and appreciate
It - to see it on exhibition
OYIN

PEI

:: Who created these : ‘Deific Expressions’ “God-like” publication that can be
written in a Book… Placed as Fortresses … Warriors in Battle Array putting all else to shame.
Established as ‘Your Instruction’, as ‘the Thing to read’,
of “Utmost Maximum Importance"
Workout at the Gymnasium of Manliness- ‘Got Guts ?’ Prove it.
‘Cock-Man’ can not fail.
Line-by-line build layer-by-layer - vigorously - squeeze - press - get the juices
flowing… its a personal eﬀort - the strength and power of each man individually.
Nothing will be missed… Nothing written in the Words will kill you…
The Words bear witness of Honor - any Real Man can attestify…
No true soldier will be “Missing from this Action”
27

:: Why is it said “ He will get his” ? “He will get what he’s got coming” ?
“What goes around comes around”
And that “words are a direct revelation of what is hidden in my heart” ?
That which follows… as payment or wages after work, as footprints follow a
walker, as a wake follows a ship… As it was Stipulated :
He who walks straight, right, just, as Instructed…
will be revealed the Hidden Secret : Will find himself hidden- in secret.
“My way is the place of YHUH, is the place of my ALH - the place of my
equilibrium.”
Balancing of Scales. When I bring MISHFAT… He will Transition.
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TzADI 28 ::

Hello ?! He Knows … If there is no listening going on…
Worldwide, forever YHUH created - filled up the volume - full to the limit The Earth will not fatigue- will not wear away and fail… impossible to end…
Earth, it will not end without…

QOOF

spy out - calculate - examine the understanding of His building design pattern Philosophically Investigate

*!

there is the concept of OYIN-RESH-KAF : ORK. : erik … yet again.

RESH 29 :: Give - Teach to he who is weary … vigorous strength
To the lacking, those without … “man-up” determine to have fortitude
***** make the most of the time allotted
Powerfully resist the slumbering. Argue. Endeavor. Strive.
Oppose the Lethargy !
SHIN 30

TAV

31

******

:: Yet, they will falter, even pumped-up youths…
And they will faint, weak and despaired, select warriors in their prime…
Like a heavy Axe will cause even the Grandest of trees to fall…
They will be misled, overthrown, stagger in their frail weaknesses…
::

My Hope : YHUH - He will cause it to be !
My stress, my expectation… He will barter / exchange - replace with Vigor.
Battering down by force… He will lift up - promote to a higher dignity - elevate
with excellent success
My QAVAH is the valuable commodity I bring to the bargaining table :
It will be counted as the pretext for ascending.
I will recover, purified, lift up soaring on strong pinions- like eagles
He will run quickly- riding as a jockey - he will conduct the course -run the race
… and not be exhausted as one doing the running.
He will walk the HALAKA as Instructed and not be fatigued or faint in gloom of
darkness.

Lets look at the “basic meaning” of each letter to double-check the equation :
ALEF : silent, undeterminable, invisible, infinite, beyond our capacity to fathom.
BEIT : absolutely no form or likeness is tolerable or fitting.
GIMEL : Search all you want. “No Yah-but..s”. No ‘divination’ or ‘witchcraft’ or necromancy.
DALET : The Door is simply : I put before you Life and Death… Choose Life
HEI : The eye in the pinnacle of the mountain logo is not the TORAH of YHUH. Hey ! Listen !
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UAW : a man must discern between the clean and the unclean. QADOSH versus profane.
ZAYIN : if all were to have equal opportunity… the outcome could never be measured equally Evaluation is determined by how each person makes use of ‘talents’ and situations,
all of which are unique. Every Human trial is similar but diﬀerent, barely comparable.
Of what measure is “Success” ? Each individual standing at the Throne of Judgment.
CxET : What have I done with the concept of ‘Creator of the Heavens and the Earth’…
Quest or Ignore ?
Why do I exist ? Should I be tending my attention towards something ?
TET : Why is the Human Mind so resilient with “Language” ?
**** Think about “Thinking”… a whole diﬀerent matter than Instinct.
A Human Mind’s playground or laboratory is the use of words tooled with imagination…
Emotions… built on the framework of sensory perceptions, tethered by intellect and
reason… Soar as a Kite navigated by will and intention on the wind of Idea.
YOD : “How in the World…” do we even know what we are dealing with here… ?
Where is any basis for evaluation, for bearing, for reconnoitering ?
How do we know what is what ? What is up , is there a down ? Who is to say ?
The World, the Sky - our very selves are built as a picture which tells the story.
What we see, everything we experience, our very hearts and soul are fractal views of “It”
KAF : the “All Mighty Creator” oﬀers us the ‘plumbline’ of His Word as the ‘handrail’ for our
equilibrium, our sanity, our stability… the one and only reference of “Here” …
though the Earth Experience is - as it were - ‘on a boat in a storm, in the fog, in the dark’.
LAMED : Truth is Truth. All else is fantasy, a fabrication, falsehood, a frolic in La-La Land.
TORAH is elemental and forever, as declared from ‘On High’.
Whether we like it or understand it, does not change it.
MEM : the Master-Mind who Designed, Invented, Orchestrated, and Sustains “This Place”
built it to endure the rigors it was designed to course - to cruise without fail until the
Objective is Accomplished.
NOON : Everything is in Control. Picture a ‘record’ playing on a turntable, making a musical
Recording audible which was made previously by a Conducted Symphony Orchestra.
No matter, the dramatic gyrations of the performance… its all been resolved some
time ago. Extremes of tensions are theatric colors for the enhancement of value.
The Audience should just calm down and “enjoy the ride”. It’s a ‘Show’.
SAMEK : Humans are designed to only experience a slight fraction of all that went into
building the Amusement Park.
Our life and consciousness is but one hair on a shaggy dog… and we don’t even see
the dog itself. And that hairbrush looks really scary.
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OYIN :

Appreciate that in your mind you can equate your entire being to being metaphorically
‘one hair on a shaggy dog’.
Correlate that to a tree “growing where it has been planted”.
Compare that to the phrase “I Am the Vine, you are the Branches… now bear fruit”.
Consider the stars placed in the Sky as a plot map of us being planted trees.
Picture a seven branched Menorah being a tree bearing the “Fruit of Light”.
Picture a Stag Elk with a Seven Point Rack as an emblem of Noble, Virtuous Deeds.
Imagine a Man doing works of Righteousness, unheralded, as that Dignitary.
Ponder that teaching a child with words, he becomes that Engineered Stature of Man.
Words. Astounding concept.
The Human Consciousness - a ship on the Sea of Words. No Harbor will entice.

PEI :

the Gift of Words. How beautiful. And they can be opened and closed.
And they can be Portals of travels beyond what we ever considered.
In oﬀ-cast words are hidden keys to man’s deepest longings.

TzADI : and the Letters which spell the words tell another Story underlying any story the words
may tell. The keys will be found, it is written into the Score.
“Eclatant Accelerando”
The mournful dread of loss is followed by spectacular Resurrection, by Recovery.
QOOF : “Hey Daniel… Hide the Words and Seal the SEFER, Until the Time - QOOF-TzADI”
The deed you accomplish must endure 2730 years of searching and hammering…
RESH : “BARUK ATAH… ‘Blessed’ are you who endure and overcome till the End…”
SHIN : “A thousand will fall at your one hand and ten thousand at your other…
but it will not come nigh you…”
**** Here we go…“Damn the torpedos, full speed ahead” YAHUAH ALOHY.
TAV :

the only Treasure of Worth, worth treasuring as a take-away from this Human
Experience on Earth, is to become the Valuable Treasure of He who Built this Place,
for the reason of gleaning a Treasure for Himself from it…
which is a Human who will :
Choose Life,
Hear His Voice,
Take it to Heart : the Matters of His Personal Regard…
then just Do what He said,
Bearing the Fruit of Righteousness,
Attending to His Words with all serious enburdenment in response…
with the Expectation and Confidence that His Words are Truly True.

The MISHKAN Pattern.
eriktology

YOM TARUAH @ 2020
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